
Thanksgiving Prep Guide
Your day-by-day guide to preparing your Defined Dish Thanksgiving Dinner
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Dry-Brine Thanksgiving Turkey: If you buy a frozen turkey, make sure that you give it plenty of time to defrost. I’d allocate 3

to 4 days just for your turkey to thaw in the fridge. Once you are working with a thawed turkey, I recommend dry brining it 2

days before Thanksgiving. Remove it from the fridge 1-2 hours prior to roasting so that it roasts more evenly.

Herbed Goat Cheese Log and Charcuterie: Ahead of Thursday, prepare the cheese log. You can wrap it in plastic wrap

and store until Thanksgiving. You can additionally cut any cheese for the charcuterie board if desired. Also, if you have the

fridge space, you can even make your entire board ahead of time and wrap it all in plastic wrap! 

Charred Carrots with Herb Drizzle: You can prepare the herb drizzle 2 to 3 days in advance and store it in the fridge. Peel

and prep the carrots if needed, however, I like to buy the rainbow carrots that are already prepped and trimmed from Trader

Joe's! Thanksgiving morning, pickle your shallot mixture then finish the carrots just before eating.

Homemade Green Bean Casserole: I do it all except bake it. Make the casserole, sprinkle with the crispy onions and cover

tightly with foil and store in the fridge. When ready to bake, keep it covered and bake at 375 for about 20 minutes, or until it

is hot and bubbling. Uncover and continue to bake until the onions are slightly browned, being careful not to burn, about 5

more minutes.

Roasted Garlic Whipped Potatoes: On Thanksgiving, reheat the potatoes in a large pot over medium-low heat. If potatoes

seem on the dry side, rehydrate by adding ½ cup of broth, or more as needed.

Sausage and Sage Stuffing: I do not recommend making this ahead of time as it is best served right away. But you can

prepare a few elements ahead of time, like brown the sausage and sage then store in an airtight container and refrigerate to

help with a little prep. You can then add this directly to the celery and onion saute the day of. On Thanksgiving, bake your

stuffing while your turkey is roasting.

Pecan Pie Blondies: After baking, let the blondies cool and harden then store at room temperature and cover until the day

of. Carve into bars and enjoy!

Herby Turkey Gravy: On Thanksgiving, while your turkey is resting and other dishes are finishing in the oven, make your gravy.

Keep warm until ready to serve.


